Introducing Westlaw Edge

THE MOST INTELLIGENT LEGAL RESEARCH PLATFORM EVER

Get the fastest answers and most valuable insights for a strategic edge. Only Thomson Reuters Westlaw Edge™ brings together a full suite of AI-powered legal research tools – including the next generation of legal search, integrated litigation analytics, a more powerful citator, sophisticated statute comparisons, and more.

BE RESPONSIVE with WestSearch® Plus

Get better predictive research suggestions across thousands of legal topics so you can find authoritative answers even faster. Predictive typeahead leverages state-of-the-art AI to surface relevant queries in the global search box. When you select a suggested query, you’ll go to the most relevant text without needing to scan the entire results list.

• Take advantage of the most powerful legal search engine, designed by attorneys for attorneys
• Get suggested answers quickly for thousands of legal topics
• Connect directly to the relevant underlying authority

BE STRATEGIC with Litigation Analytics

Build the most powerful case strategy and manage client expectations with relevant, timely insights on judges, courts, attorneys, law firms, and case types – across the most state and federal dockets.

• Build the strongest case strategy
• Set and manage client expectations for outcomes, timelines, and cost
• Understand your assigned judge, including how often the judge has admitted or excluded expert testimony
• Evaluate the opposing counsel’s experience
• Enjoy true integration for a fully seamless legal research experience

As you enter your legal query, predictive type ahead serves up the most relevant Search Suggestions for a more focused result.

Example shown is judge information; data-driven insights are similarly available for courts, attorneys, law firms, and case types.
BE AWARE with KeyCite Overruling Risk

Trust you’re citing good law. Only KeyCite® Overruling Risk on Westlaw Edge cautions you when a point of law in your case has been implicitly undermined based on its reliance on an overruled or otherwise invalid prior decision.

• Get warnings on implicitly overruled points of law
• See an orange warning icon, similar to red and yellow flags, integrated into your research
• Avoid reviewing each case manually to determine whether it cites an implicitly overruled point of law

BE INFORMED with Statutes Compare

Quickly understand how a statute has changed over time. Statutes Compare on Westlaw Edge lets you easily see the most recent changes to a statute right from the document and compare any two versions.

• Get coverage across all practice areas
• Compare any two versions right from the History tab
• Download, print, or email the comparison

See the text that was deleted from the latest version in red strike-throughs, and text that was added to the latest version in blue with highlights.

Experience Westlaw Edge at WestlawEdge.com
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The intelligence, technology and human expertise you need to find trusted answers.